YASUDA, Ryohei, Imaging Single Dendritic Signals, Max Planck Florida, Oct 10 2013

MPI Max Planck Florida Instit is in Jupiter Florida.
He is Sci Director.

first name pronounced ROH hay.

size of dendritic spine is 0.1 femtoliter.

about 10,000 spines per neuron

narrow neck... abt  100  nm diameter.

video clip:  struc plasticity over several  dozen seconds...
it is spine specific  (affects ONE spine)
(shows spines forming and growing)

clip is from Kasai Matsuzaki in 2004...

they use glutamate uncaging to stimulate spines...

our partic Q is : how are the structure and function of spines regulated?

(dendritic spines are probably one of the most important sites of LTP and the
memory engram: my comment)

He shows a slide from Iyengar... that he continually returns to that shows
the signaling network in a dendritic. spine...   hundreds of pathways IN the spine...
can image calcium flux but that was (previous to this work) pretty much it...
get this slide: network of moledules is immensely complex  (from L Iyengar)
dozens of nodes and hundreds of edges.


our strategy is:
use 2 photon fluor microscopy
+ 2pFLIM = 2 photon fluor lifetime imaging microscopy...

measures the proximity of 2 photofluors

when the two are bound together, they fluor much shorter and 
at  lower intensity than when separate...

he starts off by imaging CaMKII

CaMKII  calmodulin dependent kinase II  
is it suffic (or nec) for biochem memory...?

is CaMK2... the key memory molec?

starts with CaM  in enviro of low calcium  then  get phosphorylated in presence of high Ca ...

see video at Lee, Nature 09

see CamKII activation  (over abt 60 seconds... you actually see CaMK2 activation

but they disproved this hypothesis  (and thereby disappointed John Lisman)


use glutamate uncaging to increase calcium in spine... it does activate (phosphorylate) CaMKII

it does build up  (unless they block the enzyme that activates it)

he compares wildtype mouse (in which there is an increase in camk2)
 with a KO... much less.

next, look at role of T286 in struc plasticity:

does appear that camk2 is important for memory... (? but  not THE memory molec)


phosphorylation at T286 IS impt for activation of CAMK2...

***************************
can we scale up to see other or more molecules at dendritic spine...

there are about 500  kinases in the spine!  at least...

next look at Protein kinase C = PKC

activ by Calcium and by DAG  and is nec for LTP and memory...

PKC is a large family

genl approach to imaging kinase activ...

PKCs must first translocate, then they cause conformational change then
substrate docking then phosphorylation of an enzyme which then finally activates an effector...

PKC isozyme translocation can be (reported ) imaged by FLIM

difft sensors report similar activity profile for PKCalpha   (induced in abt 60 seconds...

********************
next, look at small GTPases  

Rho  GTPases  (RhoA, Cdc42, Rac)  that regulate actin elongation and
 thereby changes in spine morphology

to induce enlargment of spine and shrinking...


want to read out activity...


he shows clip of Rho activation  using FLIM

signal transduction at difft time scales... difft decay constants
of Rho etc  over tens of mins  etc

Rac  activ. starts in spine and spreads to adjacent areas of the dendrite...

stays active for 20 mins or more...

Rac activity is sufficient for spine morphology change  (and actin elongation)

*************************
does actin polymerization spread?

seems that actin polymeriz is NOT suffic to elongate spine or to grow spine...

Rac spreading is required for LTP priming...

Rac activation is sustained over  10s of mins...
they want to scale this approach for GTPase imaging up to include  many other molecules.

*****


summary of Rac:

rac activ spreads over about 10 microns
but is not suffic for spine growth..

***************

Imaging Rab  (eg rab4 and 5 and 8)

********
he keeps coming back to the  pathways slide by L Iyengar with  hundreds of pathways...

how abt ERK activation in nucleus in response to spine stimulation (via glutamate uncaging).

work by Harvey in 2008

strong electic stim activates nuclear ERK

but what is mode of communication btwn spine stimulation and nucleus of the cell (in the soma)...

Shnyu Zhai  activated only 7 dendritic spines of 10K total of the neuron  and that was enough to
induce ERK activity in the nucleus of the soma....

does phospho ERK incr in response to stimulation of only 7 spines?... yes!

shocking result but true...


also looked at transcrip factors  and they are also activated when ERK is phosphorylated...

so  ERK stimulation is suffic to induce protein transcription in nucleus...

but what is the mech?  of communic from spine to nucleus?


it is not due to EPSP at the soma (by passive spread of EPSP: that signal is only 2-3 millivolts)

and it is not  due to spreading wave of calcium  (which remains localized to spine)


it IS biochem signals  and not calcium and not electrochem depolariz...


ERK2 is translocated into the nucleus...

***********

diffusion constant is 8 microns/sec...  consistent with ERK2

stimulating distal dendrite causes a delay in diffusion...
(relative to a more proximal dendrite)


summary:  biochem signaling is required  (by  PKC and ERK activ.) and

only a few synapses are required...


need more than one spine to be stimulated  but 3 is enuf 
and this asymptotes at somewhat more than 7 or so....

how abt clustered stim  (on one dendrite) vs distrib over the dendritic tree?

it is much stronger if distributed rather clustered
 with all 7 spines located adjacently on a single spine...
ie if all 7 spine sare adjacent, u get no ERK activ in nucleus of soma...



how about two adjacent and then 40 mins later 2 adjacent on a distant branch of another
dendritic spine...  yes! that works...


Shenyu Zhai...did this work...

this mechanism can do distant spatiotemp integration...


Q  is there a difference (in this effect) among different morphologies of spines?
..

Q  how abt 100 spine activation:  what happens then (rather than just 7 spines)
unknown but poss some average signal


Q  (Stephen smith)  how does the magnitude of stimulation via uncaging glutamate compare to the stimulation that is achieved by  presynaptic physiological activation?.
A: it is  similar...  it is in the ballpark of activation achieved by release of ONE synap vesicle...

Stephen draws to my attention to the amazing work that Prof Yasuda did previously
during Yasuda's PhD work in which he elucidated the rotary motor mechanism of F1 ATP synthase in lab of Prof kinosita... f1 atpase...  PhD thesis.

